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FROM THE EDITOR

On the Cover:
Comfort meets style in
this art-filled Raleigh
home renovated by
designer Heather
Garrett and architect
Carter Skinner (page 44).

Lindsay M. Powell
Editor in Chief
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PORTRAIT: ANNA ROUTH; ON THE COVER: JOHN BESSLER.

When I was fresh out of college, I had the privilege of spending some time abroad. I
barely had a Euro to my name. My parents paid for my plane ticket there, but that
was about it. I worked at a pub and would spend my days off wandering the halls of
the city’s museums—the Tate Modern, the National Gallery, and the British Museum,
to name a few. One of my most treasured memories from this time is walking
through the expansive galleries with my headphones on, soaking in the artwork and
atmosphere. The days were so enriching that I felt I needed little else.
It wasn’t just the breathtaking works of art, but also the architecture of the
buildings that housed them that created such a remarkable experience. We create
spaces that speak to who we are, and we fill them with items that move something
within us. This elevates our experiences inside the spaces in which we reside and
inspires us for the life we live outside.
In our Arts & Architecture issue, we feature the people and spaces that pay
tribute to this idea. Designer Heather Garrett and architect Carter Skinner revamp
a couple’s Raleigh home, infusing beauty into every detail (page 44). When a
creative couple with a collection of fine furnishings and art decide to move to a
smaller home, they call on the talents of Christi Barbour and Christi Spangle of
Barbour Spangle Design to help them downsize without sacrificing style (page 54).
And Vicky Serany and Elizabeth O’Neal of Southern Studio Design give a family’s
West Raleigh home an update inspired by their art collection (page 64).
The creative work of the local talent collective seems to gain momentum every
day. Architect Matthew Griffith takes on the challenge of designing a home on one
of downtown Raleigh’s smallest buildable lots, resulting in a modern marvel (page
24). Maya Freelon creates delicate ephemeral artwork that poses questions about
inequality, fragility, and the hierarchy of art materials (page 30). Durham artist
Liane Ricci introduces her custom hand-painted murals to the interior design marketplace (page 34). And designer Dani Fox shares a design board that showcases her
Modern Eclectic aesthetic (page 40).
If you’re looking to inject some style into your own interiors, look no further.
Life imitates art in our Market section with an assemblage of art-inspired objects
(page 18), and vivacious blood orange serves up spirit and spice in our Palette
section (page 38).
Regardless of where you live or how you choose to adorn your walls, we hope
you can master the fine art of loving the space you are in.
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dwell

market

ART
IS LIFE
IF LIFE IMITATES ART, THEN THESE
PRODUCTS SHOW US JUST HOW
BEAUTIFUL LIFE CAN BE.
PRODUCED BY ASHLEY HOTHAM COX
WRITTEN BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY

SHAPE SHIFTER

Artist and designer Daria Zinovatnaya was born in Crimea and
has cultivated her passion since early childhood. She attended
art school and the Academy of Architecture, then embarked
on a journey to make her mark in the world of design. With a
combination of bold color and unique geometry, her furniture
pieces, accessories, and interiors are celebrated for their postmodern style. As she states, “Color is the main thing that can
change the mood and character of the object,” and her Roche
pouf for Artemest is a perfect example of her mantra and her
trademark. Small in size but big on function, the pouf combines
unusual geometric shapes made of strong beech wood with a
comfy solid cushion. It is offered in bold colorways, including
white, yellow, orange, red, purple, pink, gray, pale blue, blue,
green, brown, and black. artemest.com

With a focus on contemporary
abstract art forms, artist Frankie
Zombie—whose work has been sought
after by celebrities and networks—has
tapped into the heart of interior design,
thought-provoking murals, automotive
and musical design, fashion apparel,
philanthropy, civil rights, and beyond. His
“diary style” art form, a text-heavy form
of expression, touches on topics like
spirituality, racism, politics, and mental,
physical, and emotional health. In 2020,
Zombie participated in a civil rights
movement by creatives when he helped
design Charlotte’s Black Lives Matter
mural and later organized a sixteen-artist
mural in his hometown in Spartanburg,
South Carolina. As Frankie’s art continues
to travel to new heights from America to
Ibiza, his message continues to resonate
happiness, persistence, and change that
starts from within. frankiezombie.com
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ONCE UPON A DREAM

Leading furniture designer and manufacturer Roche Bobois has
once again partnered with a visionary artist to bring quixotic
art to the masses. This time, they have collaborated with artist
Joana Vasconcelos from Portugal. While on a visit to the Roche
Bobois showroom in 2019 in search of a lamp, Vasconcelos
discovered the Mah Jong sofa, designed by Hans Hopfer in
1971—the same year she was born. She took it as a sign that
she must collaborate with Roche Bobois. Within months, the
brand entrusted Vasconcelos with six of their designs—two
Ava chairs, the Lady B and Nuage armchairs, the Sismic and
Cute Cut tables, and, fittingly, the iconic Mah Jong. She had
carte blanche to reinterpret these designs, and the results are
magical. Colorful and dreamy, the collection is a quirky adaptation of their French art de vivre. roche-bobois.com

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: CHAIR: FRANKIE ZOMBIE, PORTRAIT: SALVATORE IAN DEMAIO; COURTESY OF ADRENALINA; COURTESY OF ROCHE BOBOIS.
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Vice President of the Luxury Home Marketing Group of the Triangle

AS SEEN IN THE SCOUT GUIDE® RALEIGH, DURHAM & CHAPEL HILL, NC

market

IN A PINCH

The year 2021 marks the sixtieth anniversary for scent design
house Diptyque. And in a new iteration of the brand, it is
dipping its toes into home accents. With beautiful designs,
sophisticated silhouettes, and original forms, Diptyque’s
home collection captures the enchantments of everyday
objects in black and white. Geometric designs and kinetic
curves are expertly impressed on tableware like coasters,
plates, and cups, as well as vases, lanterns, candlesticks,
and trays. The unforgettable Basile pattern is prescribed in
creative methods, making this collection perfect for mixing
and matching in myriad ways. diptyqueparis.com

A TACTILE
SENSIBILITY

Designer Roxana Eslamieh has
long appreciated the underpinnings of Los Angeles’ design underbelly. And through her studies
of textiles and weaving, she found
a passion for creating truly evocative designs as a fiber artist. Thus,
Manuka Textiles was born, with
Eslamieh at the helm. The collection is composed of hand-drawn
wallpapers that are inspired by
nature and the organic ruggedness
of the cityscape surrounding the
designer. With a desire to develop
heirloom designs, bold prints and
classic forms take on a modern
approach to create a statement
wall or influence a full design
scheme. All designs are handdrawn and silk-screen printed by
hand in the United States.
manukatextiles.com
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: COURTESY OF DIPTYQUE; PRODUCT: LAURA MOSS; PORTRAIT: KREG HOLT; COURTESY OF MANUKA TEXTILES.

PATTERN PLAY

The Pinch series, a collection of knobs and pulls
by plaster artist Stephen Antonson and hardware
design house Nest Studio, finally presents sculpture
as pure function. Hardware designed for kitchen
cabinetry, appliances, furniture, larger credenzas,
and closets is expertly sculpted by the skilled hands
of Antonson and then cast in brass and handfinished so that each detail is captured. On his
process of inspiration, Antonson says, “I tried paper.
I tried aluminum foil. I tried tin. I tried plaster gauze.
I made a variety of organic shapes, molding the
plaster to an intuitive form. After making dozens of
iterations, I chose the few that felt the most right.”
Thinking of artist Henri Matisse and his scissors,
Antonson began cutting into materials to find the
shape. The collection gets its name from the very
last gesture Antonson makes with his hands—a
pinch—the one that gives the piece its shape and
dimension. birddecorativehardware.com

market

WILD
THINGS

“Having always loved jewelry, adding handmade
beaded pieces that are inspired by my abstract
art and bold use of color seemed to be a natural
extension of my lifestyle brand,” says Laura Park,
Charlotte-based designer and jewelry-maker. Popular
with all walks of life, Park’s designs have graced walls,
canvases, pillows, accessories, and jewelry pieces
since 2016. Her new line of bracelets and earrings
are a perfect embodiment of Park’s aesthetic—
colorful, distinct, and full of life. Inspired by her textile
patterns, these pieces complement a dizzying array
of palettes and styles and offer a unique touch to
anyone’s wardrobe. lauraparkdesigns.com

HYPNOTIZED &
MESMERIZED

Wallpaper design house Asteré brings
art into homes through intricately
designed wallcoverings created
through collaborations with talented
artists. In their latest partnership, contemporary artists François Mascarello
and Garance Vallée interpret their
craft through the lens of wallcovering
design. Mascarello’s use of straw and oil paint transcend
their original form to create undulating patterns that
trick the mind and delight the eye. Relief painting is
combined with different sheens to create a mesmerizing
effect that can’t be duplicated in simple prints. Vallée’s
combination of paint, pencils, and geometric designs
creates an aesthetic that is as hypnotic as her terrestrial
interpretation of mythological archetypes. Altogether,
the collection brings an intoxicating study of surrealist
art into focus through expansive murals. astere.fr
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: JEWELRY, PORTRAIT: LAURA SUMRAK; PHOTO: ELIO TOLOT, PHOTO RETOUCHING: CRISTIANO TOLOT; COURTESY OF ASTERE.

BRACE YOURSELF

The L’Objet x Haas
Brothers collection is
a collaboration of Elad
Yifrach, the creative
genius behind L’Objet,
and brothers Simon
and Nikolai Haas, skilled
artists from Los Angeles.
Inspired by the otherworldly
landscape of Joshua Tree, the
collection includes pieces ranging
from tableware and home decor
to textiles and fragrances, all with
decidedly monsterish forms. To
say the collection is distinctive may
be an understatement, as to own any
piece would be indelibly individualistic.
With a Where the Wild Things Are vibe,
each piece presents a unique character that can only be born when great
minds think alike. l-objet.com

architecture

Griffith and the homeowners opted for
a concrete tile backsplash and granite
countertops in Kashmir White.

Contemporary CUBE
ARCHITECT MATTHEW GRIFFITH TAKES ON ONE OF HIS BIGGEST
CHALLENGES: DESIGNING A 3,200-SQUARE-FOOT HOME ON ONE OF THE
SMALLEST BUILDABLE LOTS IN DOWNTOWN RALEIGH.
WRITTEN BY BLAKE MILLER
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After many rounds of approvals from the city regarding
permits, Griffith and his team were able to finally bring their
modern design to fruition, all the while checking off must-haves
on their clients’ wish list. “It was one of the hardest things we had
to figure out from a single-family home perspective,” Griffith says.
“But it was almost guaranteed we’d create something unique and
disarming in the end.” Here’s a look at some of the most interesting architectural details of this 3,200-square-foot modern stunner
in one of Raleigh’s up-and-coming neighborhoods.
THE LAYOUT

“Most urban homes are designed as a piano nobile, meaning the
first floor is the living space of the home,” Griffith says. “But
because of the grade of the lot, resulting in the first level with a
basement with minimal light, it made sense to put the main living
spaces on the top floor.” With impressive views of downtown
Raleigh, it also made more sense to design the floorplan so that
the kitchen, family room, and dining areas were all on the top floor
with the private spaces like the bedrooms on the second floor.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY KEITH ISAACS.

Matthew Griffith loves a challenge. In fact, the Raleigh-based
architect thrives on obstacles when it comes to designing
homes and commercial projects. “Most architects who are doing interesting work hope for constraints that create a thread of
resistance,” he says. “Good design relies on resistance. Those
challenges force you to solve problems and keep the process
vibrant and the resulting design surprising and unique.”
Griffith’s project, located in the Hungry Neck neighborhood
of Raleigh, proved to be one of his firm’s most challenging
architectural feats. The lot was just under one-tenth of an
acre and one of the smallest buildable lots in all of Raleigh.
“They wanted to build a single-family home, but they wanted
a few things that were unique to this small of a lot,” Griffith
says. Most notably, the clients wanted a two-car garage, an
elevator, and sizable outdoor living, all of which presented a
monumental task for the architect. “The architecture itself was
not difficult, but the variances and setbacks proved to be the
biggest hurdles with this project,” he says.

©2021 WAT ERWOR KS IS A REGIST ERED T R ADEMAR K OF WATERWOR KS IP COMPANY, LLC

Introducing the Bond Collection.
AVAILABLE AT BIRD DECORATIVE HARDWARE & BATH
2228 HAWKINS ST, CHARLOTTE, NC | 5702 OLEANDER DR, WILMINGTON, NC
1505 CAPITAL BLVD BAY 14C, RALEIGH, NC | 90 BRIGADE ST, CHARLESTON, SC
BIRDDECORATIVEHARDWARE.COM

architecture
LEFT: The home’s modern architecture resembles a glowing cube at nightfall. The main
body of the house is James Hardie Artisan six-inch V-groove in a vertical orientation with
accent pieces that are either HardiePanel or brake metal.
TOP RIGHT: To accommodate the lot, Griffith had to dig a basement floor to make the home
level to the street. This level functions as the entry to the home as well as another living space.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Because the stairway is frequently used, Griffith designed the space with
a creative spin. Open steel and oak treads give way to mesh metal screens, which tie the
stairway together and also serve as pseudo artwork. “It’s one of the primary experiences
in the home,” Griffith says.

THE STAIRS

Moving between floors requires accessing the stairway the majority of
the time. So Griffith wanted that space to be interesting and unique in its
design. A steel and oak staircase with open treads supported by a mesh
metal screen winds its way up the three stories of the house like a piece
of art while allowing natural light to flood the home.
THE OUTDOOR LIVING

One of the homeowners’ must-haves was ample outdoor living space.
But with such a small lot, Griffith and his team had to get creative
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architecture
TOP: Griffith opted for “a really durable material palette” for the entire home,
including synthetic quartz countertops in the bathroom. Ceramic tiles, which
mimic slate, cover the floors.
BOTTOM: To balance the modern lines and materials throughout the interior of
the home, Griffith added white oak in places like the living room built-in shelves
and the flooring throughout the main living areas.

when it came to adding space without sacrificing square
footage. Along the south side of the home he added a two-story
deck, which is easily accessed by a large sliding door, making the
transition from inside to outside seamless. The courtyard below
is defined by a concrete wall that provides instant privacy.
THE MATERIALS

In keeping with a modern aesthetic, Griffith used concrete tile
for the backsplash to mirror the concrete detailing of the main
structure. Doses of Ipe Brazilian wood help warm the industrial
lines of the interiors while also adding an organic feel to the
living spaces. u
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It’s time to reTHINk BRICK and STONE.
Adding thin brick or stone to your home is a creative,
efficient way to introduce the unique and unmistakable
design elements only masonry products can provide.
Whether you’re designing for a charming interior feature or
a practical yet beautiful exterior finish, thin brick and rock will
leave a truly lasting impression.
Thin Brick & Rock Flat and Corner Pieces

Building new? Visit us and shop our
contemporary full-bed brick and stone today!

generalshale.com | 919-828-0541
8820 Westgate Park Drive, Raleigh, NC 27617

visionaries | Maya Freelon

POWER IN

Impermanence
ARTIST MAYA FREELON EXPLORES INEQUALITY, FRAGILITY,
AND THE VALUE OF ART IN HER EPHEMERAL WORK.
WRITTEN BY LINDSAY M. POWELL

Durham native and visual artist Maya Freelon discovered her
trademark medium in her grandmother’s basement while in
graduate school in Boston in 2006. A long-forgotten rainbow
pack of colored tissue paper had been transformed over time by
a constant drip of water, likely from a leaky pipe. The center of
the paper had been washed white, driving the color outward into
a concentrated line. The striking result resonated with the artist.
Soon after, Hurricane Katrina devastated the Gulf Coast and she
witnessed water literally moving people to the margins. “The discovery of this stack of ‘bleeding’ tissue paper provided a powerful
allegory for what was happening to Black people in New Orleans,”
the artist explains.
Recognizing the parallel of water moving color and people of
color, as well as its destructive powers, Freelon embarked on a
fifteen-year career using tissue as her primary medium and posing
30 HOME DESIGN & DECOR TRIANGLE | FEBRUARY/MARCH 2021

questions through her delicate
and ephemeral art centered
around inequality, the value
of impermanent art, and the
hierarchy of art materials.
“What makes something
precious?” she asks. “How
much pressure is needed until
something is ripped?” Her
celebrated work has been displayed at the Smithsonian, the
North Carolina Museum of Art, the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, and in overseas embassies, among other places.
Today, Freelon sees a similar story of marginalization play out
on a larger scale as African Americans continue to experience the

PORTRAIT: CHRIS CHARLES ; PHOTOGRAPHY: KENNEDI CARTER.

Synergy, Vanhook Farm, Cedar
Grove, NC, Photographic Print
by Kennedi Carter, 2020
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visionaries | Maya Freelon

highest death rates from the COVID-19 pandemic. Her current
solo exhibition, Greater Than or Equal To, at Raleigh’s Contemporary Art Museum, is the artist’s first solo museum exhibition in
North Carolina and challenges the norm of art materials and the
value system of Black lives and Black art through her delicate,
vibrant watermarked tissue paper quilts, tissue-ink monoprints,
and archival family photos. “The use of delicate tissue paper in my
work continues to represent the resilience of people deemed insignificant and the power of our collective unity,” the artist says.
Growing up in Durham, Freelon was nurtured as a young
artist while attending Durham public schools (E.K. Powe
Elementary School, Durham School of the Arts, and the Governor's School of North Carolina). “I love how integrated the
arts were in my schools,” she says. “I felt encouraged and supported throughout my early creative exploration.” As she grew
older, like so many young adults, she wanted to get out and
learn how to make “real art” in a “real city.” Freelon studied
abroad in Paris, lived and worked in New York City and Boston,
and was a professor in Baltimore at Morgan State University
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and Towson University. “After about fifteen years away from
NC, I decided it was time to come home. I missed the sweet,
quiet, kind, and quirky place I grew up, and I wanted to raise
my kids in the same nurturing environment.”
Now settled back in the Triangle with her children and her
partner, Jess Vanhook, Freelon continues to evolve as a person
and an artist. Like so many small businesses, she has felt the
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic and the events of 2020. Commissions have paused and sales have gone down, though she is fortunate enough to have grants, public commissions, corporations,
and museums supporting her artwork. Amidst the setbacks, she’s
found the opportunity to learn and relearn lessons of patience
and perseverance, to “go with the flow” and, the adage her grandmother used to repeat to her, “a delay is not a denial.” She’s also
been learning how to surf. “You need to work with the ocean to
ride the wave rather than forging your own path through raging
water,” Freelon says. “I am staying afloat and waiting patiently.”
Greater Than or Equal To can be seen at CAM Raleigh
through February 14. u

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS CICCONE.

A tissue quilt installation is part of
Freelon's current exhibition Greater
Than or Equal To at CAM Raleigh.

artist spotlight | Liane Ricci

GALLERY
WALLS
DURHAM ARTIST LIANE RICCI TRANSLATES HER
CONTEMPORARY PAINTING TO LARGE FORMAT WITH
CUSTOM MURAL PANELS.
WRITTEN BY DANA W. TODD
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Artist Liane Ricci meets with
interior designers in her new
showroom and studio at the west
end of downtown Durham.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRAD BUNYEA.

Last year was a whirlwind for fine artist Liane
Ricci, but not in the pandemic-sort-of-way it
was for many of us. Over the past few months,
Ricci found her artistic career escalating to a
level only dreamed of by many aspiring artists.
Spending the year perfecting her craft of
painting large-format artwork, she now has introduced custom hand-painted mural panels to
the interior design marketplace.
“I always had my sights set on becoming an
entrepreneur,” Ricci says from the office of her
new downtown Durham studio, which has a
small showroom for meeting with interior designers and a workroom with lots of wall space for
hanging up the in-progress customized painted
wallpapers and wall murals slated to hang in
homeowners’ residences all over the country. “I
couldn’t wait to ditch the side jobs and stay true
Synergy,
Vanhook she
Farm,adds.
Cedar But it was those side
to my
intention,”
Grove, NC, Photographic Print
jobsbyand
the resulting work experience that gave
Kennedi Carter, 2020
Ricci the entrepreneurial foundation to support
her artistic passions. She worked in a costume
house in New York City and in several graphic
design positions before she made her way to Los
Angeles in 2004. By that time, she was already
displaying her artwork regularly in NYC gallery
Susan Eley Fine Art, showing her contemporary
paintings focused on color and structure. “I’m
fascinated by color relationships and the tension
between form and line in painting,” she says. “An
alluring use of color can invigorate and emphasize a fanciful quality, creating works that are
both timeless and contemporary.”
While in LA, Ricci took a position as an in-house
designer for a carpet and rug showroom, where she
immersed herself in textile design and began developing initial ideas for her own brand. “That was

Via with Fusion Finish

YOUR LOCAL SHOWROOM: RALEIGH

Shop online or schedule a personalized appointment from the
comfort of your home today at fergusonshowrooms.com.

©2020 Ferguson Enterprises LLC 0920 2030998

MAKE
THE MOST
OF HOME

artist spotlight | Liane Ricci

when I first got the idea of turning my skills into a business,” she says. She
started by replicating her paintings into repeats of rugs and fabrics that
were suitable for home design projects.
Ready to add depth to her art education, she traveled to Italy to enroll in
a fresco workshop. The massive scale of the frescoes she saw there stuck
with her. Thus began her love affair with large-format art, which drove her
to leave LA, return to North Carolina, and open Ricci Studio in 2017, where
she began hand-painting custom wallpapers and digitally printing some of
her other designs. From there, she launched custom-painted muralpapers
in 2020, selling to the trade nationwide and catching the attention (on Instagram, of all places) of internationally known design curation guru David
Sutherland, who offered to represent Ricci’s work in his showrooms. She
traveled to Sutherland’s Dallas showroom to begin installation of her most
recently introduced muralpaper, Tectonic, while simultaneously installing
other mural panels in a Dallas decorator showhouse. In her studio today,
she works diligently on a second Tectonic muralpaper that will soon be
installed in Sutherland’s Florida showroom.
“The Tectonic mural grew from sketches and photographs that
I took while traveling through the village of Geiranger in Norway,”
Ricci says. “A steep mountain road weaves through the village,
leading to the most extraordinary views over the fjord. The colors
and textures of the terrain are truly breathtaking.”
Since Ricci has shifted much of her focus from art galleries to
interior design, she plans to release two more digitally printed and
two custom-painted wallpapers this year.
Above all, her design inspiration is driven by art. “My art practice
is a steadfast quest for beauty. I want the work to evoke elegance,
playfulness, and adventure in imaginative and innovative ways,”
she says. lianericci.com u
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Ricci displays panels of several of her new
custom hand-painted muralpapers, which
are inspired by her travels. These artwork
examples become the springboard for
customers to choose their own mural
designs and colorways for their homes.

ABOVE: The newest muralpaper, Tectonic, hangs in Ricci’s workroom. It is
in the process of being hand-painted for its new home in a showroom or a
homeowner’s residence.

“MY ART PRACTICE IS
A STEADFAST QUEST
FOR BEAUTY.”

Leading the evolution for
Luxury Home Builders.

BUILDING AND REMODELING FINE CUSTOM HOMES SINCE 1988.
(919) 460-8550 | www.Rufty.com

palette

Designer Bruce Bierman
transforms a former
athletic club into a posh
Manhattan apartment.

BLOOD
ORANGE
BLISS
AN INTOXICATING
INFUSION OF SPIRITED
WITH SPICED.
PRODUCED BY ASHLEY HOTHAM COX
WRITTEN BY CHRISTINA SPRATT SPENCER
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1. Cole & Son Arance in Blood Orange Wallpaper /
$221.25 per yard / ahokelimited.com
2. Resource Furniture Mysa Lounge Chair /
$2,335 / resourcefurniture.com
3. Patterson Flynn Martin Pryce Rug in Tangerine Dream /
$94 per square yard / pattersonflynnmartin.com
4. Hugo Guinness Paintbox 88 / $1,200 / johnderian.com
5. Saltwolf Hawthorne Sofa in Rust Velvet / to the trade / saltwolf.com
6. Pair of French Majolica Oyster Plates / $575 / shopallisoncaccoma.com

INTERIORS: ©_ERIC PIASECKI/OTTO.

Bright and blazing, the brilliant fierceness of this exotic
sangria hue envelops the depth and drama of a lantern-lit
Tuscan sunset as it fades to dusk. The crimson-based
citrus marries the modern vivacity and vitality of a vibrant
orangery with a tart yet almost botanical marmalade of a
deep scarlet raspberry. Hints of velvety clove and cinnamon
assuage the zest with a layer of luxurious earthiness to
soften the complex profile. Blood orange is delightfully fresh
yet densely dynamic in its strikingly opulent indulgence.
Beautifully bohemian paired with teal and magenta, classically crisp with ebony and ivory, and peculiarly piquant with
periwinkle or pops of chartreuse or cobalt, blood orange is
easily palatable with many accompaniments.

DESIGN FOR THE TRADE
CHARLOTTE
2122 Freedom Drive, Suite A
Charlotte, NC 28208
704.358.0277

RALEIGH
1405 Capital Blvd
Raleigh, NC 27603
919.832.5555

ahokelimited.com

design board

Interior designer Dani Fox has mastered the art of expertly blending
functionality and aesthetics, creating spaces that not only work for her
clients but speak to who they are as individuals. “It is wonderful when
a client already has vintage pieces or art that we can incorporate into a
design,” she says. “It’s that much more impactful when there is meaning
behind it.” While recognizing the value of listening to her clients and
understanding their goals, she sees it as her job to help them visualize a
concept that may be a little outside of their comfort zone. “This always
elevates the design to something that feels and looks incredible.”
2
Fox, who also co-owns the Wake Forest custom furniture shop
Duvall & Co., describes her style as Modern Eclectic. Creating designs
that are fresh, livable, and made for entertaining, she often finds a way
to bring the outdoors in and always weaves in a hint of joy. “I love adding
one-of-a-kind furnishings or vintage pieces to a modern design,” she
explains. “It adds so much warmth and interest.”
International travel has always been a key source of inspiration for
Fox, with elements from her excursions often making their way into her
work. “Visiting local craftsmen, observing the way outdoor elements are
incorporated into the interior of a home, seeing how the food is plated
and how different elements and colors are combined to create movement
within a space,” the designer says. “It’s magical.”

1

3

4

5
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Everly Pendant / to the trade / palecek.com
Gahlilahi Art Print / $250 / juniperbriggs.com
Orion Handcrafted Terra Cotta Bowl / $99 / potterybarn.com
High Point Trestle Table / $4,500 / duvallco.com
Amalfi Outdoor Side Chair / to the trade / palecek.com
Distressed Karabagh Runner / $2,167 / etsy.com
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6

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JILL JOHNSON.

DANI
Fox

“�ere is nothing more serene than the
feel of the keys of a Steinway under my
� ngertips. With a tone that rich, I
would never be afraid of the dark.
Steinway is the only and the best!”
~ HARRY CONNICK, JR.

a proud history
of offering incomparable instruments
hopperpiano.com
1800-A Tillery Place, Raleigh, NC 27604

919.755.0185

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOHN BESSLER.

Home Design

Inspired by the artwork over the fireplace, the
living room is a mix of neutrals, pale yellows, and
deep blues. A dynamic rug by Loloi anchors the
room, and a tufted loveseat covered in Robert
Allen fabric is a perfect place to perch. Swivel
chairs from Bernhardt round out the seating,
and an ottoman from Lee Industries, covered in
Schumacher fabric, brings a modern touch. The
chandelier from Oly Studio is a conversation piece.
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LIVING

Beauty
DESIGNER HEATHER
GARRETT TAKES ON A
NEW HOME DESIGNED
BY ARCHITECT CARTER
SKINNER AND, EVEN
AMIDST A PANDEMIC,
CREATES MAGIC.

INTERIOR DESIGN BY
HEATHER GARRETT
TEXT BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOHN BESSLER
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A

AS HEATHER GARRETT’S CLIENT FLIPPED THROUGH A HOME-DESIGN
magazine one evening in her New York City residence, she was stopped
immediately by the interior design of a home featured in the pages. As she and her
husband had discussed a possible move to Raleigh, she looked up the name of the
designer and the location, happy to discover that interior designer Heather Garrett
happened to work out of Durham. “I thought to myself, Hmm, maybe she can design
my house one day. She’s incredible,” the homeowner recalls.
Fast-forward about nine years. The couple had received a Make Me Move offer
on their 1920s Georgian home in Raleigh and were considering the prospect. “We
loved the historic features of that house—the high ceilings and detailed moldings—
and yet, as a busy family, we also liked the idea of something new that would
require less maintenance,” she explains. Already living in a home designed by
Carter Skinner, they were thrilled to find another one that had new-build appeal
but with the same beauty of Skinner’s architecture. “We feel so lucky that we found

ABOVE: The breakfast area is a perfect gathering
space for the family, set off by a beautiful Regina
Andrew chandelier. Upholstered chairs from
Meadow Blu offer a bright pop of color, and a rug
by Stanton from Frazee Carpet & Flooring ties
everything together.
OPPOSITE: In a curated mix of vintage and modern,
the entry shines in a palette of gold and creamy
whites. Each picture frame was wallpapered in
organic geometric wallpaper by Seabrook. A burlwood Jonathan Adler credenza greets guests, and a
fringe-encased lamp by Arteriors alongside a vintage
bust from 1stDibs set the tone for a bit of whimsy
mixed with sophistication.
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Moody tones and a gallery feel create the
ultimate dining space. Bernhardt dining chairs
upholstered in performance velvet add vibrancy
to an otherwise muted space, and the bright
dining table from Worlds Away is a modern
accompaniment. Iridescent Avon silk curtains by
MSJ Designs bring some dimension to the walls,
while brass details and fixtures set off the artwork
around the room. OPPOSITE: Pale yellows, deep
blues, and black-and-white neutrals command
the living room in quiet ways, like this modern
console perched beneath artwork from the
homeowner’s personal collection.
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the perfect blend of old and new in this home designed by
Carter Skinner and built by Beacon Street. It has the craftsmanship and proportions we loved in our last home but all
of the perks of a newer build.”
Overwhelmed by the task of making this new, larger house
a home, the homeowner reached out to a few designers to bid
on the job. “I felt like Heather might be out of our reach, but I
just loved her designs so much. She clearly made an impression the first time I saw her published work. I couldn’t resist
contacting her, just to see.”
“After exchanging a few emails, we decided to meet in
person for coffee,” Garrett recalls. “Of course, the restaurant
I suggested was randomly closed, so we had to make do with
her husband’s office conference room.” But the location didn’t
matter, because after discussing their shared interest in Carter
Skinner’s work and original artwork by interesting artists,
there was no turning back. “Everything just clicked immediately,” says the homeowner.
Once Garrett signed on to design their home, she did her
research about the family to find out how their lifestyle would
drive the design. “I’d say that form and function drove the
plan, while artwork drove the overall aesthetic,” Garrett says.
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TOP, BOTTOM & OPPOSITE: The study is a serene, soothing place
to get work done or to wind down. A mix of furnishings are expertly
arranged to create a traditional space with a funky twist. A modern
desk from Bernhardt is a perfect place to toil away, while a fringed
ottoman from Made Goods is a groovy spot to put your feet up. Visual
Comfort sconces offer ambient lighting, while custom draperies by
Norbar Fabrics filter perfect natural light.

“We told Heather that we had no sacred cows, so to
speak,” the homeowner says. “We wanted to shake things
up with something more approachable and up-to-date, but
we weren’t prescriptive. The only thing we wanted incorporated was our collection of artwork, gathered over our
seventeen years together.”
Garrett took interest in a special piece she envisioned hanging over the fireplace, and went from there.
However, as with everything this past year, plans
changed, and what was set to be a month’s worth of
turnkey work turned into six months of hurdles while
designing a home amidst a pandemic. “Covid was a
nightmare,” Garrett says. “By the time orders were
placed and contractors were to begin, everything came
to a grinding halt. Suddenly, fear, delays, information
voids, and missed deadlines were in the mix.”
Despite the setbacks, Garrett did what she does
best, which is to adapt and blaze forward. “Instead of
one large reveal at the end, we got two or three!” the
homeowner says. “We were a little worried that this
was a larger home and that some of the spaces just
wouldn’t get used. But Heather made every room so
inviting and purposeful that it hasn’t been a problem.”
In the living room, Garrett developed a color
palette of warm neutrals, pale yellow, and a range of
deep blues, thanks to the artwork that inspired her. A
curated mix of vintage and modern pieces in the entry
work within a palette of gold and creamy whites, while
architectural details, like picture molding, are highlighted with the use of an organic geometric wallpaper
within each frame. And in the dining room, drama and
comfort dance together to create a unique room full of
moody hues and modern touches.
When asked which room is her favorite, Garrett states,
“Are you kidding? I would live my whole life by candlelight
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at dusk if I could. That dining room is it for me—the iridescent silk, the lacquered
walls, the gallery walls with brass details—those are the elements of some serious
drama.” The homeowner, also naming the dining room as her favorite room, adds,
“And yet, it’s still inviting.”
And so it goes: Garrett continues to marry style and comfort in an incomparable
way, blazing a trail for families to have the best of both worlds. “I would say I design
through a fairly warm filter,” she says. “So much of my work is for clients with
families who want their interiors to be chic, stylish, and reflective of their personalities, so I just try to stay on that trajectory.” This project is no exception, and perhaps
even most personifies her goal—a chic space that is ultra-livable. u

ABOVE: If artwork drove the interior design, the
outside couldn’t be left out. A piece from the
homeowner’s personal collection hangs above the
hearth on the porch, a perfect gathering space on
cool spring nights and warm summer evenings.
OPPOSITE: The addition of a bold, large-scale
pattern on the walls energizes the small powder
room. A neutral but vibrant grayscale wallpaper
full of peonies, from The Goodies Wallpapers, is a
perfect complement to the deep-gray cabinetry. The
homeowner’s own light fixtures bring a glamorous
edge to the overall design.
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PARING DOWN
DESIGNERS FROM BARBOUR
SPANGLE DESIGN WERE CALLED
ON TO HELP ONE COUPLE
DOWNSIZE WITH STYLE.
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with PANACHE

To anchor a sophisticated and neutral living room, the
homeowners’ sofa is reupholstered in Robert Allen
fabric. Side tables from Hickory Chair and Arteriors bring
the guest’s drink within reach, while a geometric rug
from Stark Carpet warms underfoot. Artwork from the
homeowners’ own collection sparks conversation.

INTERIOR DESIGN BY BARBOUR SPANGLE DESIGN
TEXT BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAVID CLARK AND JESSE STONE
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A simple entry showcases a Turkish
rug from the homeowners’ collection,
while, overhead, a fixture from Currey
& Company lights the way. Artwork
from the homeowners’ personal
collection highlights the staircase.
OPPOSITE: The office is concise in
the best way. A luxe couch from the
homeowners’ collection is covered
in velvet fabric, adding sumptuous
texture, and library sconces from
Visual Comfort highlight artwork from
the homeowners’ personal collection.
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AS AN INTERIOR DESIGNER, THERE ARE FEW GREATER
compliments than to be called on by an industry professional to help design their personal home. So when one such
professional requested Christi Barbour and Christi Spangle
of Barbour Spangle Design to help them renovate and design
their new home, the excitement was palpable.
Coming from an expansive historic home with incredible
architecture, Barbour’s clients were empty nesters looking
to downsize, but without losing the character and beauty
to which they were accustomed. “We had an opportunity to

sell our home, and having already discussed downsizing,
we jumped at the chance without knowing where we
were going to move,” the homeowner explains. “There
was a townhome in our neighborhood that was not on the
market, but the owner was ready to sell, so we went for
it.” Though the home was twenty-five years old with little
to no updating, the couple felt it could be a perfect fit,
and having built and renovated other homes, they were
confident they could create something special. Enter
Barbour Spangle Design.
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“Our goal was to create a home that didn’t feel brand
new, yet provided them with all the niceties available on the
market today,” Barbour says. “The kitchen and bathrooms
were completely renovated. We added a butler’s pantry as
well as additional windows to bring in more natural light,
which is so important in the homes we design.”
Having shared office spaces close to each other at one
point and crossing paths here and there, the clients were
familiar with Barbour Spangle’s design and professionalism
and knew they would be a good fit to create the space and
color palette they were looking for. “After living in a traditional home with traditional furniture, we were looking to
make a transition in style, along with our transition in life,”
the homeowner says. “We also wanted to make sure that
every space had a purpose and would be used alongside our
personal collection of furniture and artwork.” Barbour adds
that since her clients were creative (he, a furniture designer)
and familiar with higher-end finishes, the overall goal was
to create a home that felt collected but with a twist of freshness and currency alongside a bit of the unexpected.
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Over the course of the next year, the foursome worked
together, from renovations to design install, in an effort to
create the perfect transitional space for a couple looking
for a new season in life. With directives in mind, Barbour
worked hard to ensure that her client’s personality
radiates through every inch of the space. “It’s never our
goal to leave a Barbour Spangle fingerprint on any client’s
home,” Barbour says. “We want guests to walk into our
client’s home and say, ‘Oh, my gosh, this home is so you,’
instead of something like, ‘Oh, did Barbour Spangle design
this home?’ Our projects need to have a soul—the homeowner’s soul.”
With such an incredible collection of fine furnishings
and beautiful artwork, the paring-down process proved to
be challenging. But selecting the most appropriate pieces
and the most sentimental items quickly curated a look
and feel that was indisputably unique to the homeowners.
“The look was established by our collective desire to pay
homage to [his] craft—fine-furniture design,” Barbour says.
An overall neutral palette was punctuated with pops of

In the dining room, host chairs from
CR Laine are paired with side chairs
from the homeowners’ collection,
reupholstered in Larsen fabric. A
custom-designed dining table from
Woodland is finished in Grigio Antico.
Draperies made with Duralee fabric
complement the Farlane chandelier
from Visual Comfort. OPPOSITE: The
kitchen cabinets are the ultimate
neutral, painted in Sherwin-Williams
Fawn Brindle. Accents of gold are
seamless but punctuated, and the
marble backsplash and countertop in
Imperial Danby from Bottega Stone
offers the perfect complement.

Sherwin-Williams Aesthetic White coats the walls of the
master bedroom. Warm neutrals bring cozy notes, and a
custom bed frame reupholstered in Kravet Mabley Handler
fabric adds a breath of fresh air. The Stanford Glick bench
with Lucite legs is covered in a Kravet fabric. A simple
scallop light fixture from Visual Comfort rounds out the
space. OPPOSITE: In the master bath, tranquility reigns
with a soothing taupe palette that flows from the bedroom.
Cabinets painted in Sherwin-Williams Felted Wool are the
perfect complement to floor tiles from Walker Zanger, laid
in a herringbone pattern. The shower wall in Calacatta Gold
marble imparts a luxurious feel to the room.
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color alongside similar muted tones. Using black and white
or beige and cream as a base, layers are built on top with
a variety of textures and a mix of modern and traditional
to create that collected, lived-in feel—a style that Barbour
calls New Traditional.
“I grew up watching my grandmother live her life as
a single woman, traveling the world,” Barbour recalls. “I

remember pouring through slides from her travels, which
instilled in me a love for it that would follow me through
life. My life budget includes travel, and every place I visit
has created an experience for me. Through these travels,
I developed my love for design and my personal design
ethos, which is that design is about feeling, lifestyle, and
experience.” She adds that simply designed pieces that are
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TOP: The guest bedroom ties into the bathroom expertly, with a black-and-white
base palette and a pop of green in the custom Roman shade made with Kravet fabric
and a Samuel & Sons border. An x-leg ottoman from CR Laine resides at the end of
the bed and is covered in Chase Green Field by Maxwell Fabrics for a punch of color.
BOTTOM: The guest bathroom is a study in contrast, with bold cabinets painted
in Sherwin-Williams Black Magic. A white quartz countertop keeps things light and
bright, while floor tile in gray marble with black accents brings the room together.
RIGHT: Twin beds in the guestroom are cute but sophisticated, covered in linens
from the homeowners’ collection. Custom headboards add a touch of traditional
alongside the Turkish runner in between.
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enhanced by fine quality materials such as wood, linen,
leather, and bronze create a feeling of luxury. “Intentionally selected furnishings placed in thoughtful ways
can enhance lifestyle, and globally collected pieces and
layering lead to an overall experience within a home.”
When asked about their favorite spaces, the homeowners find it easy to declare the open living area—which
includes the kitchen, dining, and living room, along with

the butler’s pantry—the winner. “These spaces are perfect
for entertaining, and the blend of colors creates an easy
flow in our living.” Barbour spotlights the kitchen and
sunroom, saying, “The kitchen feels like it should be home
to a French pastry chef, while their northern-exposure
sunroom has truly amazing natural light.”
In the end, the clients may have less space, but the
character remained and the personality doubled. u
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Painting the family room and the entire
downstairs in Wool Skein by Sherwin-Williams
created a blank canvas for the designers.
To create interest in the built-in bookcases,
Serany added a Phillip Jeffries wallcovering to
accent the Lee Industries sofa and chair.
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STATE of
the ART
A WEST RALEIGH HOME GETS A
BRIGHT, MODERN UPDATE INSPIRED
BY THE FAMILY’S ART COLLECTION.

INTERIOR DESIGN BY VICKY SERANY AND ELIZABETH O’NEAL OF SOUTHERN STUDIO DESIGN
TEXT BY BLAKE MILLER | PHOTOGRAPHY BY STACEY VAN BERKEL
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Serany and O’Neal transformed the gold-hued dining
room into a more sophisticated space by updating
the walls with a wallcovering by Phillip Jeffries and
adding a dining table with clean lines by Vanguard and
a chandelier by Currey & Company. OPPOSITE: A brass
chandelier by Generation Lighting provides a modern
touch to the living room.
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FOR JALEH AND DANNY REEVES, THE HOME
was not meant to be. The couple had been searching
for their new home and thought they had finally found
the one. “The house hunt had been quite the journey,”
Jaleh says. “We’d sold our previous home quickly and
needed another fast, and this one was it.” But during the
inspection process, multiple red flags were raised, among
other issues, and the Reeveses were forced to back out of
the sale. “We walked away from that home and it broke
our hearts,” she says. For the next year and three months,
the family of four continued their search in West Raleigh
for the perfect home. In the meantime, they moved into a
tiny apartment.
After an exhaustive home search, the Reeveses found
a home in West Raleigh that they loved. “It was a long
time coming,” Jaleh says of finding the circa-2005 house.
“It had great bones but really needed to be updated on the
interior.” The Reeveses reached out to the original builder,
Jon Carter, who, ironically, was also the original homeowner, to help refinish the hardwood floors of the home.
“Connecting with Jon was priceless,” she says. After
lamenting that she needed help with the interior design
process, Carter introduced Jaleh to designers Vicky
Serany and Elizabeth O’Neal of Southern Studio Design.
“Jaleh’s biggest concerns with the house were the paint
colors and the kitchen itself,” Serany says.
Dark-wood details and cabinetry coupled with faux
finishes and an earth-tone color palette made the interiors feel dated and dark. “It was unnecessarily dark in the
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LEFT: To modernize
the once dark and
ornate powder room,
Serany added a
painterly wallcovering
by Charlotte-based
artist Windy O’Connor.
The contemporary
mirror by Four Hands
and the double
sconce by Visual
Comfort round out the
updated look.
OPPOSITE: The
modern chandelier by
Hudson Valley and the
Hickory White dining
table complement
the more traditional
lines of the Vanguard
dining chairs in the
breakfast area. The
original wooden
beams remained
during the renovation
because they brought
warmth to the space.

house,” Jaleh says. “And there were some strange architectural
details that were more of an eyesore than anything else.” Serany
and O’Neal went to work pulling together a design plan that
would help brighten the home while simultaneously modernizing it. “I showed Vicky photos of our old house and said, ‘I don’t
want anything to look like this. It’s all yellow and red and dark.
I want something fresher,’” Jaleh says. “I felt like that furniture
and decor didn’t match our personalities anymore. Vicky and
Elizabeth really got my goals and skillfully executed them.”
After painting the interiors a soft-white Wool Skein by
Sherwin-Williams, Serany and O’Neal started on the kitchen,
which was the biggest project, resulting in a huge aesthetic
change for the entire downstairs. “I went into this saying I
wanted to paint the cabinets,” Jaleh says of the cherry-wood
kitchen cabinetry. But the designers could see past the cherry

finish and felt that with the wood ceiling beams in the same
finish, it would be better to keep the cabinetry finish the same
and focus on other finishes. Removing the black granite countertops and tumbled stone backsplash and painting the island
cabinetry a slate gray instantly refreshed the kitchen. “We see
so many fresh, white kitchens, and Jaleh wanted that, but I
think the richness of that cherry wood is coming back,” Serany
explains. Adds O’Neal, “Darker wood tones in cabinetry are
coming back. They provide richness to a space.” To further
update the kitchen, the designers added pendant lighting by
Hudson Valley and a trio of counter stools by Lee Industries.
The rest of the home’s design was inspired by the
Reeveses’ art collection. “We tried to design spaces with the
art as the backdrop,” Serany says. “Jaleh really wanted to go
outside of her traditional box.” For the Reeveses, the artwork
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LEFT: The piano room’s design centered around the large piece of art by
family friend Kristan Five, a gift the couple gave one another for their tenth
wedding anniversary. The ottoman is by Lee Industries, the hide rug is by
Saddlemans, and the chandelier is by Currey & Company.
RIGHT: Serany worked with the homeowners’ existing bed and rug in the
master bedroom and layered in various new pieces like the dresser and
nightstands by Vanguard to update the overall aesthetic of the room. The
chandelier is by Hudson Valley, the bedding is by Pine Cone Hill, and the
accent pillow is by Vanguard.

never really received the attention it deserved in their prior
residence. “It always felt like a strange add-on in our other
home,” Jaleh says. “But I loved how Vicky incorporated the
artwork into the design.” In the piano room, an oversized
piece by family friend and artist Kristan Five was a tenth
wedding anniversary gift to each other. In the dining room,
another piece by Five hangs prominently, complementing the
Phillip Jeffries wallcovering and the modern chandelier by
Currey & Company.
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And though the powder room does not feature any of the
Reeveses’ artwork, Serany and O’Neal wanted to update it with
art, so they applied a stunning wallcovering by Charlotte-based
artist Windy O’Connor. “The existing powder room had this
terrible yellowy faux-Venetian plaster finish that looked inherently old and dated,” says Jaleh, adding that the vanity, which was
ornate and dark, also needed to be removed. In its place, the designers added a white vanity with a marble top as well as a Visual
Comfort double sconce and a modern mirror by Four Hands.

The Reeveses’ artwork even inspired fabric selections
throughout the home, including the family room. “We
had fun in this room, pulling the colors from the artwork
for our design choices,” Serany says. “We wanted to be
bolder in our color choices, but still timeless and classic.”
The trim detail by Kravet on the sofa by Lee Industries
was one such choice that was subtle but helped to create
an overall curated look. “I fell in love with that trim
fabric,” Jaleh says.

After a quick three-month renovation, the Reeveses and
their two children were able to move in. And as if fate was
working on their side after having spent the previous year
searching for a home, they moved into their new home just
in time. “We finished about a week before COVID hit in
March 2020,” Jaleh says. “This house is a much better fit
for us. It’s a better home overall. It was as if this was all
meant to be.” u
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Closets
by Design

CUSTOM CLOSETS

l GARAGE CABINETS l HOME OFFICES l PANTRIES l LAUNDRY l HOBBY ROOMS
12 MONTH FINANCING
WITH APPROVED CREDIT. CALL OR ASK YOUR DESIGNER FOR DETAILS. NOT AVAILABLE IN ALL AREAS.

40% PLUS FREE INSTALLATION*
C A L L FO R A F R E E I N - H O M E D E S I G N CO N S U LTAT I O N A N D E ST I M AT E
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9 1 9 - 6 70 - 29 9 0

*40% o� any order of $1500 or more, or 30% o� any order of $750 or more. Not valid with any other o� er.
Free installation with any complete unit order of $600 or more. With incoming order, at time of purchase only.
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DECORATING

Transitional JEWEL
WRITTEN BY DANA W. TODD

When a Cary homeowner wanted to modernize
her family’s conservative, traditional home, she
leaned on Betsy Bardi of Bardi Designs to inject
her classic home with well-chosen modern
touches, transforming it into a transitional jewel.
A collector of blue-and-white ceramic ginger
jars, the homeowner had used these two colors
throughout all the rooms, and she wanted to
maintain the colorway but reimagine the design
details to bring the spaces up to date.
“I kept some of her blue-and-white ginger
jars, but added lots of layering throughout
the main rooms with architectural millwork,
drapery, rugs, furniture, velvety fabrics, and
other lush textures,” Bardi says. “We started
with the foyer, with the goal of adding a sense of
luxury when visitors walk in. First impressions
set the tone.”
The foyer kept only one piece the homeowner had—a black console—and received
modern touches with fabrics and accessories.
“Traditional Audubon prints over the settee
are juxtaposed with modern-patterned drapery
and cut-velvet ottomans in navy blue, gray, and
white,” Bardi says. “Architectural paneling on
the ceiling and a modern chandelier add the final
pieces that balance out the traditional elements
in the space.”
Navy and white mix with other shades of
blue and neutrals throughout the remaining
main-floor rooms for cohesiveness in design.
Bardi had a little fun with some of the homeowner’s more private spaces, including the powder
room, study, and master bedroom, where
she worked in pops of pink through artwork.
“The homeowner loves pink but didn’t want
to commit to it in the family room, so I added
bright artwork over the bed and layered a pink
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY JENNIFER ROBERTSON.
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A RALEIGH DESIGNER INFUSES A TRADITIONAL
HOME WITH MODERN FLAIR.

“WE STARTED WITH THE FOYER, WITH
THE GOAL OF ADDING A SENSE OF
LUXURY WHEN VISITORS WALK IN. FIRST
IMPRESSIONS SET THE TONE.”
—BETSY BARDI

painting over more neutral animal-print wallpaper in the powder room,” she says.
Art on the wall in the family room also
provided another way to update the look. Bardi
reframed all the photos on the gallery wall in
that main room, replacing traditional frames
with modern frames and adding wall sconces
to highlight family heirloom photographs.
Bardi implemented just one major change
in the open kitchen, but it was a big deal for
the homeowner. Taking advantage of wasted
space in the kitchen, Bardi designed and had
a built-in cabinet installed, customizing it to
the homeowner’s needs. Now there is space
to store her serving trays and silverware collection in right-sized drawers, with plenty of
extra room to display her beautiful treasures in
glass-fronted cabinets. “The picket backsplash
chosen for the built-in cabinet is a classic
choice that leans in a modern direction because
of its long hexagonal shape,” Bardi says. “And
the modern fan/light combo installed over the
kitchen island adds to the clean-lined approach
of the house’s new design.” u

BARDI DESIGNS can be reached at 919-803-5251,
or visit BARDIDESIGNS.COM.
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HOME DESIGN

LOVING IT

While many of us have seen the widely popular HGTV
series Love It or List It, few may realize that the show is
produced right here in the Triangle. Hosts David Visentin,
known for his expertise in the housing market, and
Hilary Farr, known for pulling off stunning home renovations, tell us what they love about the Triangle and why
it’s the perfect location to film the show. The Toronto
natives also share the inside scoop on home-design trends
they’re seeing in the area as well as what they love about
the South.
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WHAT MAKES THE TRIANGLE A GOOD LOCATION TO
PRODUCE THE SHOW?
David: There are so many great areas in the Triangle for real estate. A

wide variety of housing and a booming economy have a lot of people
flocking to the area, and they also have the finances to pull off the
large and small renovations on the show. It is also a real-estate market
that most people can relate to, pricewise, which I think can be important when you are trying to attract a large audience.
Hilary: I like the diversity in both homeowners and locations. We

have sophisticated mid-twentieth century homes along with typical
newly built homes in subdivisions, as well as huge, grand houses, all

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF LOVE IT OR LIST IT.
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THE HOSTS OF HGTV’S LOVE IT OR
LIST IT GIVE US THE INSIDE SCOOP
ON HOME-DESIGN TRENDS AND TELL
US WHAT MAKES THE TRIANGLE THE
PERFECT HOME FOR THE SHOW.

within forty minutes of each other. There is rural, semi-rural, and
downtown. That's fun for design and encourages imaginative solutions to whatever shortcomings are in the homes.

even after the pandemic is over. It might be the new norm to just
work from home.

WHAT TRENDS IN HOME DESIGN AND DECOR ARE YOU SEEING
IN THE AREA?

the driving force to making that decision. I think neighborhoods that
work with lifestyle, such as walkability, is more important than ever.

David: People really want a connection with the outdoors that almost
feels like an extension of the house. They want really great screened-in
porches with a seating area for entertaining and maybe a fireplace and
a spot for a TV. Also, people have always enjoyed a great place to watch
a movie, so I see people making an effort to spend a little extra money to
create their own “going to the movies” experience at home.
Hilary: In the five years I've been here, I've seen the Sophisticated

Urbane trend become more and more prevalent. Kitchens have become
sleeker and part of the main entertaining space, with open-concept
still the favored layout. Lifestyles are changing, and the level of interest
and knowledge of trends is driving a different design aesthetic than the
country, farmhouse, Southern-style homes. We are doing a lot of cool,
neutral colors. Gray tones remain on trend, but we are moving toward
warmer metals and softer colors inspired by nature.
WHEN SEARCHING FOR A NEW HOME, WHAT HOME FEATURES ARE BUYERS
LOOKING FOR THESE DAYS?
David: Almost everyone now asks for an in-home office and a lot of

couples want two. They will share a bedroom, but their office . . . not
if they don’t have to! They want privacy and quiet. With a pandemic
and a lot of people working from home, I see that trend only growing,

Hilary: It’s not really my department, but, oddly, more space isn't always

TELL US ABOUT ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TRIANGLE RENOVATIONS.
David: Hilary has done so many! I love ultra-modern, and Hilary did
a midcentury house close to downtown. It was a house that we both
loved and one I would have lived in before the renovation. But afterward? Stunning. It had polished concrete floors that were beautiful.
Hilary: I loved the midcentury home in Durham for Tommy and Bert.
WHAT DO YOU ENJOY MOST ABOUT HOSTING LOVE IT OR LIST IT?
David: I love that it combines the two things I love most (other than

family, of course), which are television and real estate, which I still do
back home in Canada when I am not filming. And I love working with
Hilary. We have a blast. Meeting all kinds of great people. Every week
we’re meeting new homeowners. I love traveling. I love to fly!
Hilary: I have to pinch myself to remember I'm being paid to have
so much fun and do what I love. I get to meet such a diverse group
of homeowners, all of whom are interesting with great stories
and open hearts. The Southern hospitality and hilarious sense
of humor—love! And there's the camaraderie with David. After
twelve years, we still enjoy being competitive, and getting each
other's dander up never gets old. u
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Creating Custom Landscaping

Designed to meet your budget
and exceed your expectations.
EXPERT SERVICE | ROOTED IN QUALITY | UNIQUE GIFTS

919.460.7747
GardenSupplyCo.com
1421 OLD APEX ROAD, CARY, NC 27513

*The cost of a One Hour On-site Consultation is $265. If you choose to use our
installation services, a $100 credit will be applied with a $500 minimum in labor.

CONTRIBUTOR | OUTDOOR OASIS

Featured Advertiser Editorial

KEEPING
DEER AT BAY
BY DAVID PAYNE

DEER-PROOFING YOUR
YARD IS TRICKY, BUT
NOT IMPOSSIBLE.
Foraging deer have become a
challenge for many gardeners
in our area, and some neighborhoods take the brunt of the
invasion. Although these animals
are beautiful and interesting to
watch, they often feed on the
annuals and perennials that we
plant to enhance the landscapes
around our homes. Since we
must share space with them, we
need to get smart about what
we plant and avoid placing deer
candy like pansies, daylilies,
hostas, hydrangeas, and azaleas
in unprotected areas.
One of the best ways to deerproof your yard is to choose
plants to which deer are not
readily drawn. Selective planting
limits our choices, especially
when we move to shady areas of
the yard, but it’s an effective way
to steer deer in another feeding
direction. Knowing that deer like
to eat rhododendron and hosta,
it’s best not to plant them in
open locations, including spots
on the border of the yard, where
deer have the freedom to move
and graze at night, out of reach
of humans and startling motion
lights, and can easily devour an
entire plant bed in an evening.
Another way to mitigate
foraging deer is to layer planting
beds. Vulnerable plants belong
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“WE NEED TO GET
SMART ABOUT WHAT
WE PLANT AND AVOID
PLACING DEER CANDY
LIKE PANSIES, DAYLILIES,
HOSTAS, HYDRANGEAS,
AND AZALEAS IN
UNPROTECTED AREAS.”

in the back of the bed, layered in front with annuals and perennials that
aren’t as attractive to eat, like the stiff-leaved Emily Bruner Holly. You
may have a bite here and there, but most plants can recover well from
a nibble that doesn’t turn into an all-out buffet dinner. By creating areas
where deer feel hemmed-in on three sides, we can discourage them from
hanging around long enough to taste what they normally might eat.
We should also be cognizant of the “bite line,” and plant trees and
perennials that are a more mature size. Unlike animals such as goats,
deer do not climb the trunks of mature trees to reach the lower leaves.
This means that planting eight-foot, and not three-foot, crape myrtles can
outsmart the competition and keep healthy color in the yard. Similarly,
caging smaller trees may help prevent male deer from damaging behaviors during the rut cycle, such as rubbing their horns on tree trunks,
removing bark, and destroying small lower limbs.
There are plants such as boxwood and butterfly bush that are not
an attractive source of food for deer, but you cannot rely on plant tags
to know what is truly deer resistant. Deer palettes evolve all the time,
and plants that were ignored in the past may now be tasted and even
devoured, especially if no other food options are available. The bottom
line is that mature, dense landscapes survive deer better, and the best
way to get your landscape into a mature state is to work with a competent
landscape architect specific to your geographic area who understands the
current situation. u

David Payne is the owner of HOME & GARDEN LANDSCAPES and can be
reached at 919-801-0211 or HOMEANDGARDENLANDSCAPES.COM.
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P A Y S A G E
FINE HOME STORE AND
INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES

1908 EASTWOOD ROAD, WILMINGTON, NC 28403 910-256-6050
4151 MAIN AT NORTH HILLS STREET SUITE 120, RALEIGH, NC 27609
984-200-9113
SHOP WWW.PAYSAGE.COM
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Featured Advertiser Editorial

CREATING A
GRAND GETAWAY
BY WHITNEY GILBERT

Some projects truly allow a home to shine. And since travel is
still restricted for most of us, homeowners need their backyards to step up and provide the oasis they usually find in a
vacation escape.
One recent project completed by Old North State Landscape
Development comes to mind. The focus was on creating hardscape elements that provided the homeowner with a way to
host the family’s weekly outdoor get-togethers with friends and
neighbors. The completed project delivers an outdoor eat-in
kitchen for dining and entertaining, plus many other features
that are both fun and functional.
The project focused on designing a formal, yet relaxing,
entertainment space. We started by creating a grand entrance
to the backyard, with a wall made of Old Charleston natural
stone, capped with Tennessee stone, and adorned with a

wrought-iron archway gate. In Old North State’s tradition of
paying special attention to details pertinent to each individual
project, we took time to handpick the brown stones in the
wall to give the homeowners the color effect that they found
most interesting.
The spacious cabana that encompasses the new outdoor
kitchen and dining area is steps away from the house’s new
deck and features more two-inch thick natural Tennessee
stone as a unique countertop with a custom waterfall edge.
Other special details, such as the tongue-and-groove ceiling,
the modern chandelier, the wall fans, a TV that rises from the
cabinet, surround sound, and the eight-foot-tall focal-point
water feature and privacy wall customize the space specifically
for this homeowner’s wishes and needs. A charming adjoining
bridge installed to the right of the cabana provides a safe route
to cross over a dry creek bed to access additional patio entertainment space. On the left side of the cabana, a pergola shades
a large daybed swing to create another entertaining vignette.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DEBOER WORKS, LLC.

UNIQUE OUTDOOR ESCAPES REPLACE VACATION
TRIPS AS THE NEW FAMILY GETAWAY.

In many of our projects, existing hardscape and landscape
areas must be taken into account to ensure that the newly added
elements are in scale with the final design. At Old North State,
we specialize in integrating the entire landscape experience in a
custom process, incorporating unique features that are special
for each client. Our clients appreciate that the entire project is a
turnkey affair. We handle all hardscape, landscape, carpentry,
pool installation, irrigation, lighting, and appliances to make
design and installation a seamless experience. No additional
contractors are needed to complete a total backyard renovation,
which makes the project much easier for our clients—they have
a single point of contact with Old North State. Plus, there’s an
option for lifetime maintenance through our HomeCare Maintenance services, so homeowners never have to think about daily
maintenance again and can spend their time enjoying their new
outdoor living areas. u

“SINCE TRAVEL IS STILL
RESTRICTED FOR MOST OF
US, HOMEOWNERS NEED
THEIR BACKYARDS TO STEP
UP AND PROVIDE THE OASIS
THEY USUALLY FIND IN A
VACATION ESCAPE.”

Whitney Gilbert is the lead designer at OLD NORTH STATE LANDSCAPE DEVELOPMENT, INC. To meet the full team,
call 919-384-1800 or visit the Contact Us page at ONSLANDSCAPE.COM. You can find them on Instagram at onslandscape.
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DON'T AGONIZE

Organize

Call for a free Virtual or Hybrid Design
Consultation and estimate today!

(919) 773-8990
or visit us online at closetfactory.com
Showroom:
2031 Production Dr., Apex, NC 27539
©2021 Closet Factory. All rights reserved.

the art of organization
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Featured Advertiser Editorial

CONTEMPORARY
DESIGN ELEMENTS

CONTEMPORARY HOME DESIGN HAS INCREASED
IN POPULARITY OVER THE LAST DECADE AS MORE
CUSTOM HOME BUYERS PIVOT FROM TRADITIONAL
ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIOR DECOR STYLES.
With this shift, minimalist interior design has become more
prevalent, emphasizing simplicity in the basic elements of
light, form, texture, and color. By getting these elements right,
contemporary designs remain timeless and broadly appealing
while maintaining the functional aspect of the home’s spaces.
Following are a few key principles to help you nail an attractive
contemporary home design.
Layered Textures and Neutral Palette. Layered textures and
materials create depth and warmth while maintaining a neutral
color theme. A principle rule: natural materials like stone,
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wood, and iron are timeless, and textures tend to age better
than patterns. A contemporary room finished with layers of
materials and a neutral palette is ready for pops of accent
colors in the decor and furnishings. Likewise, the natural
veining of a quartzite backsplash may age better than a contemporary geometric tile.
Natural Light. Residential window manufacturers have kept up
with changing tastes, offering contemporary window lines with
substantial uninterrupted views and narrower stiles and rails.
Larger windows provide more natural light and greater views,
but they reduce wall space for art and sound dampening, so it is
important to introduce soft materials like draperies and textiles
to create tactile comfort while softening the acoustics and
visuals. A large window has the added bonus of incorporating the
colors and textures of the landscape into a room’s aesthetic.

PHOTOGRAPHY: DUSTIN PECK; ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN: FRAZIER HOME DESIGN AND CLIENT; INTERIOR DESIGN AND SELECTIONS: DESIGN WORKS STUDIO AND CLIENT.

BY EVAN BOST

“MINIMALIST INTERIOR
DESIGN HAS BECOME MORE
PREVALENT, EMPHASIZING
SIMPLICITY IN THE BASIC
ELEMENTS OF LIGHT, FORM,
TEXTURE, AND COLOR.”

Unfussy Lines. “Clean lines” may have been the most popular
phrase we heard during client design meetings in 2020. It
is undeniable that custom homes are becoming less ornate
on average, with reduced moldings, curves, and built-in trim
features. However, completely pursuing sharp lines and open
sightlines can leave a home feeling cold and uninviting. Our
clients have found a happy balance in maintaining some soft

millwork while ensuring that spaces are human scaled. For
instance, it may feel cozier to drop an eight-foot sheetrocked
header between a ten-foot ceiling and twelve-foot ceiling transition to delineate the spaces rather than leave it completely open.
Likewise, an eight- or ten-inch square baseboard can provide
durability where furniture and feet meet the wall without taking
away from the clean-lined aesthetic. u

EVAN BOST is the director of marketing and building performance at BOST CUSTOM HOMES.
For more information, call 919-460-1983 or visit BOSTHOMES.COM.
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Gallery C
Through March 27
galleryc.net

Art We Heart
HPxD
February 10–13
hpxd.org
HPxD invites you to a three-day
celebration and exhibition of all things
art, including emerging new talent
and established artists at twenty
HPxD flagship showrooms throughout
High Point. The showrooms are
spacious and spaced, supporting
natural social distancing. Please note
that masks are required. Visit
hpxd.org for more information.

Artist Harry DeMaine (1880–1952) was
based in New York, but much of his
subject matter and inspiration came
from time spent at Cape Ann and the
Rocky Neck Art Colony in Gloucester
and Rockport, Massachusetts. This
exhibition features watercolors
executed during his summers by those
picturesque rocky shores, depicting
their rugged mystique. The synergy
between the industrialization of the
harbor and the strong personality
of the adjacent natural environment
provided DeMaine plenty to explore
through his work, and he captured the
region’s charm beautifully. According
to a Washington Post review, DeMaine
“transferred to America . . . the lyrical
quality of the English landscape.”
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Stephen Moore & Anna
Vaughn Kincheloe
ArtSource Fine Art
Opening in March
artsourcefineart.com

For their first exhibition in 2021,
ArtSource Fine Art will feature works
from local artists Stephen Moore
and Anna Vaughn Kincheloe. Moore
has recently relocated to the eastern
coast of North Carolina and will be
displaying his many new coastal
paintings reminiscent of summer
days. Kincheloe will share her abstract
landscapes that are bursting with
playfulness and exuberant color. Both
artists are sure to brighten up your
year. Visit artsourcefineart.com for
details about this exhibition.

LEFT TO RIGHT: ART BY HARRY DEMAINE, PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF GALLERY C; ART BY JON ROLLINS, COURTESY OF HPXD; ART BY
ANNA VAUGHN KINCHELOE (BELOW) AND STEPHEN MOORE (ABOVE), COURTESY OF ARTSOURCE FINE ART.

Harry DeMaine
Watercolor Exhibition

SOMETIMES YOU JUST

NEED A NEW LOOK.
WE SHOULD KNOW!
FAMILY-OWNED SINCE 1988,

SEW FINE II
IS NOW
MAX HUGO
INTERIOR DESIGN

DESIGN WITH US IN 2021
S TUDIO HOURS:
Monday to Friday: 10am - 5pm & Saturday by appointment
5850 Fayetteville Rd, Suite 104, Durham, NC 27713
(919) 806-3638

design@MaxHugoInteriors.com

MAXHUGOINTERIORS.COM

REPRESENTING OW LEE and
TEN OTHER QUALITY MANUFACTURERS

STEVEN SHELL
LIVING
BORN IN LONDON ENJOYED
AROUND THE WORLD
EST. 1992

“so much more than just a great furniture store”
Raleigh, NC 2030 Clark Avenue • 919.803.1033 • @stevenshelllivingraleigh
Mount Pleasant, SC 640 Coleman Boulevard • 843.216.3900 • @stevenshellliving
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Every day in North Carolina classically
designed furniture is made just for you.

C R E AT I N G B E AU T I F U L R O O M S S I N C E 1939

INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES AVAILABLE

North Raleigh: 5640 Capital Boulevard • 919-954-0025 • Monday through Saturday 10 - 5 • Closed Sunday
Visit our website www.waysidefurniturehouse.com

Design

RIVERSTONE

for All...

E S T A T E S

LIVABILITY
FOR A LIFETIME

Move-In Ready

2021 Southern Living Showcase Home

Homesite 32 by Sadler Construction

Homesite 10 by Paragon Building Group

by Sadler Construction

Homesite 6 by Paragon Building Group

I ntroducing Riverstone Estates….a picturesque community in Chatham County,
just minutes from the lower Haw River and Jordan Lake.

Your elegant sanctuary awaits you - choose from a select 33 estate-sized homesites, from 2 to 5 acres, on beautiful rolling terrain
bordered on 2 sides by wooded North Carolina state park land. Each luxury home features Universal Design – where smooth transitions,
easy access for all family and guests blend seamlessly with stunning craftsmanship and the latest of sought after design features.
Developed By
Choose from homes under construction or select your homesite and custom build with one of our luxury home craftsmen.

Call for your Personal Preview Today
919.926.5563

Priced from the $900s to $2 Million

155 Riverstone Dr, Pittsboro NC | RiverstoneEstatesLiving.com

